We 
Introduction
It is well-known that there are effectively stochastic sequences such that all prefixes of the sequence have rather low Kolmogorov complexity [6, 8 , Exercise 2.5.13 and comments]. We observe that these results extend to corresponding random sequences. First, there are recursively random sequences such that for any nondecreasing and unbounded computable function and for almost all Ò, the uniform complexity of the length Ò prefix of the sequence is bounded by ´Òµ. Second, a similar result with bounds of the form ´Òµ ÐÓ Ò holds for partially-recursive random sequences. While it is known that the result for recursively random sequences cannot be extended to a constant in place of ´Òµ, the corresponding question for the result on partialrecursively random sets has been reported as being open in the monograph by Li and Vitányi [8, Exercise 2.5.14] for the closely related case of partially-recursive stochastic sequences. Theorem 6, our main result, gives a negative answer to the question in both cases. This result implies a sharp bound for the complexity of the prefixes of partiallyrecursive random and of Mises-Wald-Church stochastic sequences. There are such sequences such that for any nondecreasing and unbounded computable function almost all prefixes of the sequence have Kolmogorov complexity of at most ´Òµ ÐÓ Ò; however, there are no such sequences such that the prefixes have Kolmogorov complexity O´ÐÓ Òµ.
Furthermore, as an immediate corollary of our results we obtain the known separation of the classes of recursively random and of Mises-Wald-Church stochastic sequences.
Notation
Our notation is mostly standard, for unexplained terms and further details we refer to the textbooks and surveys cited in the bibliography [2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12] .
All functions are meant to be total if not explicitly attributed as being partial; in particular, a computable function is a partially computable function that is total.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term sequence refers to an infinite binary sequence. For a sequence Ë´¼µË´½µ , we refer to Ë´ µ as bit of the sequence Ë.
A word is a finite binary sequence. We write Û for the length of a word Û; the empty word is denoted by . An assignment is a function from a subset of AE 
Stochastic and random sequences
In this section, we briefly review notation and concepts related to stochastic sequences, random sequences, and Kolmogorov complexity; for more detailed accounts see the references [2, 3, 8, 10] .
Stochastic sequences are defined in terms of selection rules. Intuitively speaking, a (monotonic) selection rule defines a process that scans the bits of a given sequence in the natural order where in addition the process has to determine for each place whether this place is to be selected.
The decision whether a place Ò shall be selected has to be determined before the corresponding bit ´Òµ is scanned and depends solely on the previously scanned bits ´¼µ through ´Ò ½µ. Formally, a selection rule is a partial function that receives as input the word ´¼µ ´Ò ½µ
and outputs a bit that indicates whether Ò is to be selected. Stochastic sequences may lack certain statistical properties that are associated with the intuitive understanding of randomness, for example, there are such sequences such that every prefix of the sequence contains more zeroes than ones [14] . An attempt to overcome these deficiencies is to define concepts of random sequences in terms of betting games where a player bets on individual bits of an initially unknown sequence.
Definition 1. A SELECTION RULE is a not necessarily total function
Formally, a player can be identified with a BETTING STRATEGY, i.e., a not necessarily total function that maps the information about the already scanned part of the unknown sequence to a bet on the place to be scanned next, where a bet is determined by a guess for the bit at this place, and a rational in the closed interval ¼ ½℄ that is equal to the fraction of the current capital that shall be bet on this guess. For given betting strategy and initial capital, let be the corresponding PAYOFF FUNCTION or MARTINGALE, i.e., ´ µ is the initial capital and ´Ûµ is the capital that has accumulated after the first Û bets when betting against an unknown sequence that has the word Û as a prefix. We assume that payoff is fair in the sense that after each individual bet the stake is either lost or doubled. Formally, for a martingale this amounts to the fairness condition
A martingale SUCCEEDS on a set if is unbounded on the prefixes of , i.e., if
Furthermore, a sequence is RANDOM with respect to a given set of admissible martingales if no admissible martingale succeeds on the sequence. A sequence is RECUR-SIVELY RANDOM if it is random with respect to the class of all computable martingales and a sequence is PARTIAL-RECURSIVELY RANDOM if it is random with respect to all partially computable martingales.
For any given Turing machine Å, the Kolmogorov complexity C Å´Û µ of a word Û with respect to Å is the length of the shortest word Ü such that Å on input Ü outputs Û. There are Turing machines Í that yield optimal Kolmogorov complexity up to an additive constant, i.e., for any Turing machine Å there is a constant Å such that for all words Û, we have C Í´Û µ C Å´Û µ · Å [8, Section 2.1]. We fix such an additively optimal Turing machine Í as reference machine and let the KOLMOGOROV COMPLEX-ITY C´Ûµ of a word Û be equal to C Í´Û µ.
The uniform Kolmogorov complexity C´Û Òµ of a word Û with respect to a Turing machine Å is the length of the shortest word Ü such that for all Ò, the machine Å on input´Ü µ outputs the length prefix of Û. It can be shown that for the concept of uniform complexity there are additively optimal Turing machines; we pick such a Turing machine Í and let the UNIFORM COMPLEXITY C´Û Òµ of a word Û be equal to C Í´Û Òµ [ 
The complexity of the prefixes of random sequences
Theorem 3 below asserts that there are recursively and partial-recursively random sequences such that the uniform complexity of the prefixes of the sequences grows comparatively slow. Similar results on stochastic sequences have been known before and are attributed to Loveland by Daley [6] ; see also Li and Vitányi [8, Exercise 2.5.13 and comments]. These results on stochastic sequences are immediate consequences of Theorem 3 because sequences that are random with respect to computable and partially computable betting strategies are in particular stochastic with respect to selection rules that are computable and partially computable, respectively [4] . The proof of Theorem 3 is stated in terms of betting strategies and is in fact less involved than the proofs for the more specific results on stochastic sequences given by Daley, which rely on an combinatorial algorithm for constructing stochastic sets, the LMS-algorithm [9] .
It is known that assertion (i) in Theorem 3 cannot be strengthened to a constant bound in place of ´Òµ; in fact, any sequence that satisfies such a constant bound is an infinite branch of a recursively enumerable tree of constant width and is thus computable. The question of whether in assertion (ii) about partial-recursively random sets the factor ´Òµ can be replaced by a constant has been reported as being open in the monograph by Li and Vitányi [8, Exercise 2.5.14] for the case of partially-recursive stochastic sequences, which form a proper superclass of the partiallyrecursive random sequences. Theorem 6 below gives a negative answer to this question. Proof of (ii): The construction is similar to the one given for assertion (i) and we just indicate the necessary changes.
The martingale against which we diagonalize during stage × is now a convex sum over all with ×, except that on input Û we omit all the where ´Úµ is undefined for some prefix Ú of Û. In order to be able to effectively simulate the construction up to and including stage ×, in worst case this requires the information about × places at which one or more of the betting strategies ´ µ are not defined. So, in order to effectively simulate the construction up to the definition of Ê´Òµ where Ò is in interval Á × , it suffices to supply × numbers less than or equal to Ò plus the set × . Coding this information requires not more that ¿× ÐÓ Ò bits, i.e., requires at most ´ÒµÒ bits for all ¾ F and almost all Ò. Can the factor ´Òµ in Corollary 5 be improved to a constant, i.e., are there partial-recursively random sequences where for almost all Ò or, equivalently, for all Ò ¼, the length Ò prefix has complexity O´ÐÓ Òµ? The next theorem gives a negative answers to this question; sequences of such low complexity cannot even be found in the more comprising class of Mises-Wald-Church stochastic sequences. and let Û × be the word that is associated to the restriction of to Â × . Now assume that for some Ø, there is a procedure that given × and the restriction of to the set of all numbers up to but not including the minimum element of Â Ø × , enumerates a set Ì Ø × of words such that It remains to argue that for some Ø, there is indeed a procedure as assumed above, i.e., which enumerates sets Ì Ø × that satisfy (i) and (ii). For all ×, let Û × be the word that is associated to the restriction of to the interval Á × and let × Û Û Ñ × and C´Ûµ ÐÓ Ñ × Then Û × is in × for almost all ×. Due to (5) By the first assertion in Theorem 3, there is a recursively random set Ê such that for some and all Ò, the complexity of the length Ò prefix of Ê is at most ´Òµ ÐÓ ÐÓ Ò · . The following known result [1] is then immediate by Theorem 6.
Corollary 7. The class of recursively random sequences is not contained in the class of Mises-Wald-Church stochastic sequences.
In fact it is known that neither of the two classes in the corollary is contained in the other; a sequence that is Mises-Wald-Church stochastic but not recursively random can be obtained by a probabilistic argument where the bits of the sequence are chosen by independent tosses of biased coins where the probabilities for ¼ converge slowly enough to ½ ¾ [7, 11, 13] .
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